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Linda Hankins '  School of  Ideas  

Show of recent paintings 

A long cold winter 

My work will be showing at the Pelham Public Library 

starting on Monday, May 5, 2014 and ending on Fri-

day, May 30, 2014.  The Pelham Public Library 
Fonthill Branch is located at 43 Pelham Town Square, 
Fonthill, Ontario L0S 1E0  905-892-6443    

Just to let you know I survived this long cold winter.  I had to order many cords 
of firewood to keep up with the cold winds slapping against my house.  I just 
couldn’t get warm enough.  I survived the winter by consuming pots of home-
made soups, homemade bread and lots of coffee and tea.  While eating all this 
hot soup, I sat by the woodstove and painted a lot of little paintings of my collec-
tion of knic-knacs that I found in Newfoundland, Wales, London, UK, and the 
Niagara Region.  I then had all the paintings photographed and put on a cd.  I 
will be sending these images to some Provincial galleries to consider. 
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My Art Gallery 

Becoming Animal, by David Abram 

Good Reads, thoughts of early colour 

 

From the book by  Richard Maurice Bucke, “Cosmic Consciousness”, he stated, 
In no part of the world is the blue of the sky more intense than in Greece and 
Asia Minor, where the Homeric poems were composed. Is it possible to con-
ceive that a poet or the poets who saw this as we see it now could write the 
forty-eight long books of the Iliad and Odyssey and never once either mention 
or refer to it?  Well, everyone, four thousand or three thousand years ago, 
BLUE, was unknown.  To read more about the history of this, read pages 34 to 
38 of  Dr. Bucke’s book.  

This is David’s second book on ecology and how we see ourselves!  The best read for 
those who still have hope.  I love the way David writes about literal and metaphoric uses 
of language, between literal truth and figurative or poetic truth, like the diverse creation 
stories told among tribal peoples throughout the world on tales of the Sun’s night jour-
ney beneath the ground.  Literal, Latin word for LETTER, to understand something 
literally, originally meant to understand that it happened exactly AS WRITTEN IN 
SCRIPTURE.  Taken from David Abram’s Book.   Also, LISTENING, to hear the old, 
ancestral stories in anything like their original meaning.  OLD stories were the primary 
linguistic form regarding the tangible cosmos.  P. 296 
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Lake Erie by Linda 

Hankin 

Read Alfred Tennyson “more 
than once when I sat all 
alone, revolving in myself, 
the mortal limit of the self 
was loosed, and passed into 

the nameless cloud melts 
into heaven.  I touched my 

limbs, the limbs were 
strange, not mine-yet no 
shade of doubt, but utter 
clearness, and thro loss of 

self the gain of such large life 
as matched with ours were 

sun to spark-unshawdowable 
in words, themselves but 

shadows of a shadow-world”. 
P.292 Cosmic 

Consciousness by Richard 
Maurice Bucke 

 
 

See Alfred Tennyson’s 

work.  Painting by 

Linda Hankin, oil on 

wood 

Just to let you know that my art gallery is open for anyone who wishes to see my 

paintings.  Please call for an appointment, 905-382-6513 

  

Find directions to my gallery at www.lindahankin.com  call 905-382-6513 



Becoming Animal, by David Abrams, continued 

Art Lessons 

The Burin Peninsula, Newfoundland 

The underworld was hidden from humans, a hidden aspect of this very palpable 
terrain.  It was concealed from our awareness by the opacity of the solid ground 
beneath our feet.   The sensuous terrain could not have been experienced as a 
literal reality.  The world articulated itself through our oral stories, Metaphoric.  
The land was alive!  Each had its pulse, each palpable prescence seemed crouched 
in readiness to become something else.  Our immediate perceptual experience 
discloses a world in continual metamorphosis.  Stable landforms alter around us 
as we move among them.  The oral stories, then, bring us close to our animal 
senses.   

I love David’s writing about the landscape that I paint.  Read about the Tale of 
the Sun’s Journey through the ground stirs and resonates!!  Last page 

 

Well folks, I am leaving for the Burin Peninsula in southern Newfoundland, not 
far from the French Island, Saint Pierre.  In June, my Standard Poodle and me 
will pack our camping gear and head to North Sydney, Nova Scotia, camping 
along the way.  I will eventually pick up the ferry to Argentia which is a 14 hour 
crossing.  I intend to do a body of landscape paintings while away.  This will be 
my 8th trip to Newfoundland, but this time, during my paint outings, I will look 
for potential properties.  As you know, I have my Netherby home for sale.  Check 
my website for a description of my property, it also includes two Pacific Energy 
wood stoves.  My property comes with 42 1/2 acres of land.  My house is perfect 
for a poet, visual artist, architect, or a writer.   Kevin Bowman realtor. 

If anyone is interested in taking several art lessons to get them started on a body of work, 
let me know.  Call 905-382-6513.  Any medium: acrylic, oil, watercolour, mixed me-
dium, papier mache, two and three dimensional ideas.  Remember, we are the School of 
Ideas!!!! Ideas for Art Lessons, Where do you start? 
Are you interested in imaginative images? Surrealism 

Are you interested in the uncanny and the unconscious? Abstract Expressionism 

Are you interested in free association, chance and accidents in your paintings? Pollock 

Are you interested in control? Escher 

Are you interested in nature? Group of Seven 

Are you interested in colour? Fauvism 

Are you interested in an emotional, subjective experience through pure optical sensation of 

brushwork and colour? Jack Bush, Mark Rothko  
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The Future, oil on canvas, 

60” wide x 44” high  Painting 

is available for purchase 

905-382-6513 

“It was not just the 
resonant metaphors 

offered by stones and 
grasses and muscled 
creatures, but also 

the rightness, 
somehow, of 

recognizing mind as 
a broad landscape 
within which I was 
wandering, a deep 
field with its near 

aspects and its 
distances, its moods, 

shifting like the 
weather”...Abrams 

I only went out for a walk, 

and finally concluded to stay 

out till sundown, for going 

out,  I found, was really going 

in.  John Muir 



The School of Ideas, was founded in October 1999 by Linda 

Hankin.  The school and gallery is a fine art school and con-

temporary art gallery which exclusively exhibits the work of 

Linda Hankin and on occasion invites international artists.  

The mandate of the gallery is to show work in the area of 

environmental philosophy, science, the universe and cosmol-

ogy, spirituality and mystical associations with the natural 

world. 

The Tale of the Sun’s Journey, by David Abrams  

The tale of the sun’s journey through the ground stirs and resonates within us, calls us back to our 
creaturely encounter with the space around us.  Our spontaneous, sensory awareness of the sun is of a 
fiery prescence that rises and sets.  Rising and setting of sun is a primary experience.  This animate 
cosmos are sometimes lucid and sometimes dazed; like us they must give themselves over to sleep, and 
the magic of dreams, if they wish to renew themselves.  There is a blazing luminosity that resides at the 
heart of the earth.  There is a holiness that dwells and dreams at the very centre of the earth.  That 
which transcends the sensuous world also secretly makes its home deep within this world. 

LINDA HANKINS' SCHOOL 
OF IDEAS 

Phone: 905-382-6513 
E-Mail: croll.linda@gmail.com 
website: www.lindahankin.com 

7378 Durliat Road 
R.R. # 4 

Welland, Ontario  
L3B 5N7 

art studio & gallery 
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Part of a 7’ high oil paint-

ing, by Linda Hankin 

 we are historians 

We are responsible for our art work and what we create.  We are creating stories for future 

generations to “read”.  Our work will be like unearthing archaeological finds.  Experts will 

be piecing together the images.  

 

A few personal Thank You’s, 

Thank you Shane for all the kindling you brought  to help start the fires in the 

wood stove and to Elmer who located hard wood to help keep the fire going 

through the night.  And new to me, thank you Maria for introducing me to the mar-

vels of the hot water bottle.   


